
Is there a right-handed (‘sterile’) neutrino in the eV range? 
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Neutrino physics -- Alain 

Blondel  

At the basis of the experiment: background to  golden channel is low, because there is no known neutrino 

interaction that produces a fast electromagnetic signal followed by a ‘slow neutron’ capture signal 

However we do not know all neutrino reactions at these low energies.
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Can be fit by oscillation signal 





Intrinsic issues with LSND (data taken 1992-1999) claim of  e oscillation

-- mainly the problem is due to the fact that there is only one detector. 
 it is hard to tell if effect observed is e appearance of some photon + neutron background

-- the beam is made of    (/ )  followed by 
+
 e

+
e or

much less 
−
 e

−
e

from a continuous delivery (it is not a pulsed beam where the pion decay (26 ns) 
and muon decay (2.2 s) would be separated. 

-- some pions decay at rest (DAR) and some in flight (DIF) 
-- beam target is made of water + copper dump or «High Z» + copper dump. 
-- there are uncertainties on the relative rate of DIF and DAR related to the 
interaction length of pions in water and dump (and various spaces) 
DIF of negative pions creates backgrounds for e from muon decay. 



Here is what is said of the ‘various’ backgrounds

there is no reference for the calculated backgrounds  or further discussion or cross-checks
The signal is not very large (down to 210-3) and background are of order few 10-4 . 
It is notable that these are many sources of backgrounds and they are eliminated
by an energy cut. 
How many neglected negligible backgrounds would be enough to make the signal? 

-- in particular it is not clear if the NC +n background is calculated for muon neutrinos
and 12C only or if it is calculated for all three species and including for 13C and for the DIF 
which have a larger momentum? 13C has a very low binding energy
(1.1% of natural carbon and 4 MeV Eb

- - which is why they can populate the region above 20 MeV
-- I asked these questions with no success. 
In absence of a near-far detector set-up it is impossible to conclude. 



-- note that the Karmen experiment with a pulsed beam at RAL never saw anything. 



Next came another experiment with no near detector  

BOONE proposal was supposed to check the LSND ‘anomaly’.  It had 2 detectors 
lack of money or interest downgraded to miniBOONE with only one  detector. 
This was, in my opinion,  a very serious mistake at managerial level. 

If an experiment is worth doing it it worth doing well. 
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looks interesting….



final results. 





how about gammas?





NB replica target data were taken in HARP but not used or if used not clear how? 

note that most of excess is in region of 
gammas (0 misid, ) 
 is assumed to originate from  resonance)



seems to confirm LSND





fundamental assumption needed: single gamma originates from  resonance and 
can be related to 0 production.  
What if both LSND and miniBOONE simply discovered a new source of gammas?
in absence of  a near-far detector ratio is is impossible to separate sterile neutrino  and
this ‘mundane’ explanation.  





note that the significance is not 
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Sterile neutrino search: a global view:
Detected by mixing between sterile and active neutrino

ideal experiments: 

known process

active, 
known process

source detector

sterile

active, 

1.  disappearance,
not necessarily oscillatory
best is
NC disappearance
first order

0. if sterile cannot 
be produced (too heavy) 
apparent deficit 
in decay rate

2.   appearance
(at higher order)



if you want to see appearance you must see both disapearances! 





Is the interpretation of the 3.8  LSND effect as ‘sterile neutrino’ the correct one?  

MINOS + DAYA Bay (+ Bugey) 
no disppearance

IceCube in atmospheric neutrinos
no sterile neutrino effect

both in 3+1
hypothesis

arXiv:1605.01990arXiv:1607.01177



With new result from MINOS + (run with high energy beam for NOvA)

The light sterile neutrino seems very much dead.






